The Erdös-Rényi model of a network is simple and possesses many explicit expressions for average and asymptotic properties, but it does not fit well to real-world networks. The vertices of those networks are often structured in unknown classes (functionally related proteins or social communities) with different connectivity properties. The stochastic block structures model was proposed for this purpose in the context of social sciences, using a Bayesian approach. We consider the same model in a frequentest statistical framework. We give the degree distribution and the clustering coefficient associated with this model, a variational method to estimate its parameters and a model selection criterion to select the number of classes. This estimation procedure allows us to deal with large networks containing thousands of vertices. The method is used to uncover the modular structure of a network of enzymatic reactions.
Introduction
The Erdös-Rényi model of a network is one of the oldest and best studied model and possesses many explicit expressions for average and asymptotic properties such as degree distribution, connectedness and clustering coefficient. However this theoretical model does not fit well to real-world, social, biological or Internet networks. For example the empirical degree distribution may be very different from the Poisson distribution which is implied by this model. Moreover empirical clustering coefficients of real networks are generally higher than the value given by this model. Other models have been proposed to correct these shortcomings (see Nowicki and Snijders 2001; Albert and Barabási 2002; or Molloy and Reed 1995) . A good review of random graph models is given in Pattison and Robins (2007) .
It appears that the available methods in the literature can be divided into two categories: model-based versus algorithmic methods. In the context of social sciences and using a Bayesian approach, the stochastic block structures model (Nowicki and Snijders 2001) assumes that vertices pertain to classes with different connectivity characteristics. This model provides a proper probabilistic framework but the proposed estimation method can not deal with networks made of more than 200 vertices. However, a special attention has been recently paid to the study of biological networks which are generally much larger (see Alm and Arkin 2002; or Arita 2004) . Other algorithms have been proposed: assortative mixing or mixing patterns (Newman and Girvan 2003; Newman 2004) . These methods are efficient on large networks but the absence of model makes the interpretation of the results more difficult.
The key element of those methods is the mixing matrix which specifies the probability of connection between two classes. The inference of the mixing parameters is quite easy if the classes can be defined using external information such as language, race or age. However the inference is more difficult when classes and mixing parameters have to be inferred when the network topology is the only available information.
In this article we use the model-based framework proposed by Nowicki and Snijders (2001) in a frequentist setting. We derive some new theoretical properties of this model. We provide an estimation algorithm using a variational approach as well as a model selection criterion to choose the number of classes. This framework allows us to deal with thousands of vertices. Our method is illustrated on a biological network.
Notation In this article, we consider an undirected graph with n vertices and define the variable X ij which indicates that vertices i and j are connected:
where I{A} equals to one if A is true, and to zero otherwise. Furthermore, we assume that no vertex is connected to itself, meaning that X ii = 0. However, the method we present below can be generalized to directed graphs (X ij = X ji ) with self loops (X ii = 0). In the following we note K i the degree of vertex i, i.e. the number of edges connecting it:
Erdös-Rényi model
This model assumes that edges are independent and occur with the same probability p:
In this model, the degree of each vertex has a Binomial distribution, which is approximately Poisson for large n and small p. Noting λ = (n − 1)p we have
Mixture model for the degrees
In many practical situations, the Erdös-Rényi model turns out to fit the data poorly, mainly because the distribution of the degrees is far from the Poisson distribution. The scalefree (or Zipf) distribution has been intensively used as an alternative. The Zipf probability distribution function (pdf) is
where k is any positive integer, ρ is positive, c(ρ) = k≥1 k −(ρ+1) = 1/ζ (ρ + 1) and ζ(ρ + 1) is Riemann's zeta function. Nevertheless, we will show in Sect. 6 that this distribution may have a poor fit on real datasets. This lack of fit has been already analyzed by Stumpf et al. (2005) and Tanaka and Doyle (2005) .
First of all, it is important to notice that the Zipf distribution is used to model the tail of the degree distribution. Therefore it is often best suited for the tail than for the whole distribution. In particular this distribution has a null probability for k = 0 whereas some vertices may be unconnected in practice. Moreover the lack-of-fit of the Erdös-Rényi model may be simply due to some heterogeneities between vertices, some being more connected than others. A simple way to model this phenomenon is to consider that the degree distribution is a mixture of Poisson distributions.
In the mixture framework we suppose that vertices are structured into Q classes, and that there exists a sequence of independent hidden variables {Z iq } (with q Z iq = 1) which indicate the label of vertices to classes. We note α q the prior probability for vertex i to belong to class q, such that:
Remark 1 In the following, we will use two equivalent notations: {Z iq = 1} or {i ∈ q} to indicate that vertex i belongs to class q.
We suppose that the conditional distribution of the degrees is a Poisson distribution
Then the distribution of the degrees is a mixture of Poisson distributions such that
For a complete review and a careful statistical analysis of the modeling of the degree distribution in networks, see (Jones and Handcock 2004) .
Remark 2 Because vertices are connected, degrees are not independent. However, in the standard situation where n is large and λ q n, the dependency between degrees is weak.
In Sect. 6 we show that this model fits well to real data. Nevertheless, we claim that modeling the distribution of the degrees provides little information about the topology of the graph. Indeed, this model only deals with the degrees of vertices, but not explicitly with the probability for two given vertices to be connected. However, the observed number of connections between vertices from different classes may reveal some interesting underlying structure, such as preferential connections between classes. The mixture model for degrees is not precise enough to describe such a phenomenon. This motivates the definition of an explicit mixture model for edges.
